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Introduction
The payment processing landscape has shifted noticeably, altered by an unpredictable economy
and the rapid adoption of mobile technology. Financial institutions are searching for new low-risk
ways to increase their bottom lines. At the same time, merchants are seeking alternative, innovative
methods of payment processing. Merchants trust their financial institutions to provide payment
processing services, but they are increasingly looking to secondary sources for solutions.
How can financial institutions avoid this missed opportunity for revenue? What advantages does
bank-provided payment processing provide for the merchant and the financial institution?
This report, based on First Data proprietary research, explores these questions and discusses why
merchant services is a valuable solution.

The Evolution of Payment Processing
Since the financial crisis of 2008, the culture of consumer credit has changed dramatically. From Q4 2011 to Q4 2012,
borrowing declined by $25 billion, or 3.6 percent.1 Today, financial institutions still struggle to increase revenue without the risk
often associated with introducing a new line of business.
Consumer adoption of new payment technologies is also shifting, and quickly. Nearly half of all American adults own a smartphone,
and one in five own a tablet computer.2 What’s more, the number of U.S. smartphone users is expected to reach 138 million by
2015.3 Consumers are not only increasing how often they use mobile technologies, they’re changing the way they use them—
specifically, how they interact with daily communication and transactions in the marketplace. Research has found that 38 percent
of smartphone owners have used their phone to make a purchase—with digital goods such as music, ebooks, or movies; clothing
and accessories; tickets; and daily deals serving as the most popular mobile retail categories.4
Merchants are well aware of the evolution of consumer payments, driving them to seek out innovative and convenient methods
of transaction. According to research:
 89 percent of merchants are aware of mobile device payments.
 41 percent will consider adoption of mobile device payments within a few years.
 90 percent of merchants have websites, 30 percent of which are already mobile optimized.
 47 percent of merchants say that adopting new payment and marketing technologies is an
important way to stay ahead of competitors.
How do these trends affect financial institutions? What can they do to remain competitive? Those that don’t react to these developments
and change their practices accordingly face lost revenue—thanks in part to a new competitor: alternative payment providers.
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Alternative Payment Providers:
A Rising Threat
Merchants are increasingly employing alternative payment methods in the market, such as PayPalTM and AmazonTM.
 Use of alternative payment providers increased by 7 percent.
 Use of Checkout by Amazon increased by 7 percent.
 Use of PayPal increased by 3 percent.6
Although most merchants trust their financial institutions to equip them with merchant services, they are carefully considering
alternative payment providers. Ninety percent of small merchants surveyed are aware of PayPal in-store payments. Twenty-three
percent will consider adoption within a couple of years. Fifty-three percent of merchants would trust PayPal to provide them with
merchant services. And 27 percent claimed they would trust Amazon.

The Takeaway: Focus on Relationship Banking
What can financial institutions give merchants that alternative payment providers cannot? Valuable suites of offerings, heightened
security, and, especially, personal service. In fact, from 2009 to 2011, the percentage of small merchants that name their relationship
manager as their most important point of contact at their financial institution increased from 48 percent to 53 percent.8

An Insider’s Perspective

Conclusion
Changes in consumer behavior have triggered an increased use of new mobile
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